Simultaneous use of two ultrasound scanners for motion-gated three-dimensional fetal echocardiography.
The aim of this study was to determine whether or not simultaneous use of an additional Doppler transducer could provide sufficient cardiovascular motion information without significantly interfering with three-dimensional (3-D) cardiac structural data acquisition by a primary two-dimensional (2-D) transducer. To determine sources of interference, paired transducers were activated alternatively and simultaneously in and out of a water bath, with and without electrical insulating and electromagnetic shielding. To determine factors affecting interference, pairs were tested on a phantom with different separating distances and angles between paired ultrasound (US) beams and under different 2-D depths and Doppler scales. Results show that the dominant source of interference is acoustic cross talk. The severity was mainly affected by transducer pairing and by separating distances and angles, and the pattern by display settings. With optimised settings, sufficient structural and motion data were obtained simultaneously in 9 of 12 fetal hearts, and detailed 3-D views could be reconstructed free of motion artefacts, confirming the feasibility of using the method for motion-gated 3-D fetal cardiac imaging. New scanner design strategy was then proposed.